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MEASURABLE TRANSFORMATIONS ON COMPACT GROUPS(i)

BY

J. R. CHOKSI

ABSTRACT.    For an arbitrary finite Baire measure p. on an arbitrary

compact group G, it is shown that every automorphism of the measure al-

gebra of p. can be induced by an invertible completion Baire measurable

point transformation of G.   If p is Haar measure, the point transformation

is completion Borel measurable.

1. Introduction. Let p be a finite Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure on the closed

interval / = [0, l] or equivalently on the circle group T.   If <?S is an automorphism

of the measure algebra of (/, p) it was shown by von Neumann [13] that 4> is in-

duced by an invertible Borel measurable point mapping T oí I which necessarily

preserves sets of measure zero   (von Neumann made an additional unnecessary

assumption that cp and therefore T are actually measure preserving).   The theorem

generalizes to any space which is point isomorphic to a Lebesgue-Stieltjes

measure on the unit interval, e.g. to a finite Borel measure on a Polish (or more

generally a Lusin) space, in particular to a finite Borel measure on II ¡a, a. e A,

A countable, each / = /, or on II Ta, a e A, A countable, each Ta= T.

Von Neumann's result was generalized by Dorothy Maharam [12] to the direct

product II(/a, pa), a £ A, A possibly uncountable, of normalized measures paon /.

Using many of the ideas of [12], plus others, the author ([3] and [4]) generalized

it to an arbitrary finite measure p on the completion of the product ff-algebra of

Yl I , a € A, A possibly uncountable, which is the completion of its Baire tr-

algebra.   (The identical result obviously holds for II Ta, ae A.)  In each case

([12], [3], [4]) essentially the same proofs work for uncountable products of

Polish spaces.   (The argument in [4] is correct if all the Polish spaces have

cardinal c, but incomplete otherwise.   However the general case can easily be

reduced to this one, the necessary additional argument is given below in §5,

after the proof of Lemma 7.) Note that in [3] and [4], Baire and Borel mean com-

pletion Baire and completion Borel.

For any compact Hausdorff space X, if p is a Radon measure on X (i.e. a

finite regular measure on the Borel a-algebra &x) and pQ is its restriction to the
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Baire (7-algebra J)^, then the measure algebras of p and pQ ate canonically iso-

morphic.   One can therefore ask, for an arbitrary Radon measure p on an arbitrary

compact space X whether, given an automorphism cfr of the measure algebra, it is

induced by a S>x (Borel) or Ji^ (Baire) measurable invertible point transforma-

tion of X; or more generally one can ask whether <j4 can be induced by a iB^     or

jdv   .    measurable invertible point transformation, where 3$v   ,, %v       ate the
A«/i0 A iM      ^'/^o

completions of S^, respectively Jo„, by p, respectively pQ.   Such transformations

will be called respectively Borel, Baire, completion Borel, completion Baire

invertible point transformations.   (In [12], [3] and [4] invertible point transforma-

tions are called point automorphisms.  Since we are concerned mainly with groups

and since such automorphisms are not necessarily group automorphisms, this

convenient terminology seems inadvisable here.)  It is easy to construct X for

which the Baire results are false, see e.g. the introduction to [4].   However there

are X for which the Borel results are also false, see Panzone and Segovia [14,

§5, Example (c)]; a simpler example of this is given in §2 below.   Using the

Urysohn embedding procedure of a compact space in II /   (or II T ) one sees that

the Borel results must actually be false for arbitrary measures on these product

spaces, which makes it more surprising that, as pointed out earlier, the comple-

tion Baire result is true.   One is led to conjecture that the completion Baire

result is true for measures on compact spaces which are "homogeneous" and can

be "approximated" by compact metric spaces, in particular for compact groups.

In this paper we show that this is true for compact groups (Theorem 1 ): for an

arbitrary Radon measure to on a compact group G every automorphism cf> of the

measure algebra of to can be induced by a completion Baire invertible point trans-

formation T of G.   If to is Haar measure T is also completion Borel measurable.

The proof consists in using the result of Weil and Pontrjagin that G is a projec-

tive limit of compact Lie groups, and then of generalizing the four key lemmas of

[3] and [4]: Lemma 4 here is the generalization of Lemma 3 of [3], Lemma 7 that

of Lemma C of [4], Lemma 8 that of Lemma 8 of [3] and the proof of Theorem 1

that of Lemma 7 of [3] or the theorem of [12].

In view of a result of C. T. Ionescu Tulcea [8, Chapter X, Theorem 2], one

might be led to conjecture that a completion Borel point transformation inducing

a given measure algebra automorphism always exists for (X, JSX, p) if (X, JJ^, p)

has the strong lifting property of [8].   That this is false is shown by the example

in §2.   The results of [14] and of [8] suggest that it may almost always be possi-

ble to realize a measure algebra automorphism of a Radon measure on a compact

space X, by an invertible point transformation of a thick subset of X, but the

topological character of the measure is almost completely lost in such a result.

In connection with our contention that "homogeneity" of X should imply the Baire
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point transformation property we note that Maharam [18] has recently shown that

for any Radon measure ttz on a compact space X, (X, 772) x IIae^(/a, 772a) and

n"ae/1(/a, 77za) are Borel point isomorphic, where each ma is Lebesgue measure

and A is "not too large".

For a compact group G and Haar measure 772 on G, it would be very interesting

if one could show, not only that every automorphism of the measure algebra <tS was

induced by a completion Borel point transformation T, but also that T could

further be chosen to be m Lusin measurable.  We have no idea whether this is

possible.  Some remarks on Lusin measurability of point transformations are made

in §7 of this paper.

My thanks are due to Kohur Gowrisankaran for his valuable criticism of the

exposition of this paper, and to Dorothy Maharam, Shizuo Kakutani and Raghavan

Narasimhan for their constant encouragement and advice during the preparation of

this and the two earlier papers.   Thanks are also due to Arthur Stone for pointing

out several topological errors, and to Stelios Negrepontis for showing me the

result given in Lemma 0.

2. A counterexample.

Lemma 0   (Gillman and Jerison [6, p. 137, Example 9H]). Let S be an

extremely disconnected compact Hausdorff space, in particular the Stone repre~

sentation space of a measure algebra.   Then every infinite closed (compact) sub-

set of S contains a copy of /3N (the Stone-Cech compactification of the positive

integers N), and so has cardinal at least 2C.

Note. S need only be basically disconnected.   The proof given is that

sketched by Gillman and Jerison and is included only for completeness.

Proof. Let F be the infinite closed set.   Then F contains a copy D oí N

(i.e. D is a countably infinite discrete set).   Let / be a bounded continuous func-

tion on D.  Then we show that / can be extended to a continuous function on S.

By Urysohn's extension theorem [6, p. 18, Theorem 1.17] it is enough to show

that any pair of sets completely separated in D (i.e. separated by a continuous

function on D) can be completely separated in 5.   Every pair of disjoint sets in D

is completely separated in D; so let Dj, #2 C ^» ^1 n ^2 = ^'  ^et ^1 =

ipj j, Pl2>'" ■> ̂2 = ^21' ^22'"* '*   Tnere exist pairwise disjoint open-closed

sets Ui. (i = 1, 2; 7 = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) with p{j e U...  Let U. = \J. (/.., i = 1, 2.

Then U. and (7    are open and disjoint; since S is extremely disconnected, U.

is both open and closed and Ul n L¡2 =0.  Thus  i/j, U2 ate separated by open-

closed sets and so are completely separated in S, so Dl C l/j and D2 C l¡2 are

completely separated in S.

Since D C F C S and every bounded continuous function on D can be extended
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to 5, every bounded continuous function on D can certainly be extended to F, so

ßD C ßF; further F is compact so ßF = F completing the proof.

Theorem 0. Let I be the closed unit interval, m Lebesgue measure on I, S the

Stone representation space of the measure algebra of (/, to), to the measure induced

by to on S. Let X be I U 5 with the direct sum topology, so X is a compact Haus'

dorff space and p = Vi(m + m) is a Radon probability measure on X.   Then

(a) there is a measure algebra automorphism $ of p which cannot be induced

by a Borel, completion Borel, Baire or completion Baire invertible point transfor-

mation,

(b) p has the strong lifting property.

Proof,  (a) Let E denote the measure algebra of p, Ef, Es those of pf = Vim

and ps = Vi m respectively.  If e, e., ec denote their respective unit elements,

e. A e_ = 0, e. V ee = e» Since (5, p„) is the Stone representation of (/, p.)

there is a canonical isomorphism 0 from E¡ to Eç.  For a e E¡t let 0(a) = 0(a),

for a e Es, let <f>(a)= 6~  (a); rA extends in an obvious way to an automorphism

of E.

Suppose there exists a Borel, completion Borel, Baire or completion Baire

invertible point transformation T of X inducing <£.   Then there exist p measurable

sets /„ C /, SQ C S such that

//.(/-/0) = p(S-S0) = 0

and TI» = 5., so that p(S A = pOA) = Vi > 0.   Hence (since p and its Baire restric-

tion are inner regular) SQ contains a closed set of positive measure, which is

necessarily infinite (since to has no point masses) and so by Lemma 0 has cardi-

nal at least 2C (in fact exactly 2C).   But /n has cardinal c which gives a contra-

diction.

(b) By a theorem of Ionescu Tulcea [8, Chapter VIII, Theorem 8] there is a

strong lifting pf of (/, Pj). Since each element of L°°(S, ps) contains exactly one

continuous function, the mapping ps assigning this function to the element is a

strong lifting of (5, ps).   Every element / of L°°(X, p) has a unique representation

ft + fs, fte L°°0> Pi). fs e L°°(s> K>>then P defined by P</> = pM + Ps<fr>
trivially defines a strong lifting of (X, p).

Note, The argument in the proof of (b) actually shows that ttte strong lifting

property is closed under direct sums.  However, for both (/, p¡) and (5, ps) every

measure algebra automorphism is induced by an invertible Borel point transforma-

tion.  Thus this property is not closed under direct sums.

3. Projective systems of compact groups. We begin with some remarks on

projective systems of compact spaces.   Let A be a directed set and ÍXx» it.    .   ;
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A.., A, £ Ai be a projective system of compact (i.e. compact Hausdorff) spaces,

such that the 77\    .    are continuous surjections.   Let X = proj lim . X..  Then

the compactness of X^ implies that the maps 77^: X -* X^ are surjections and in

fact (see e.g. [2, p. 325, Note]) given any directed set A' C A, if Xa =

proj lim   ( X^ , then the natural map from X —* X      is a surjection.  We call a

directed set A o-directed if given any sequence X.» A , • • • in A, there exists

A e A with A   < A for all n.  Ii \X^, n^   ^ : A., A. e A} is a projective system

with A cr-directed it is called a cr-directed projective system. In the case of com-

pact spaces, by adding to A all equivalence classes of countable directed subsets

A   C A (we say A    , A      are equivalent if proj lim¿     Xv = proj lim a     X. ),
c A, f2 Cl       Ac       °2

and to the system tX^I the corresponding projective limits X      and by noting,
A *

as above, that the maps X —» X      and X      —♦ Xx for A e A    are surjective, we

obtain a new projective system ÍX^, 77 ̂    .   : A e A} with A D A, tt^    ^   still

surjective, A cr-directed, but with proj lim^ Xx still X.  We call this new directed

set and system the a-saturation of the original one.

For any compact space X, 9>x and s>x denote its Borel and Baire tr-algebras

respectively, and ÍB^. = X>x if X is metrisable.   For any Radon (i.e. finite regular)

measure m on x>x, let ttz denote its restriction to %x.  We recall that every set in

9>x differs from one in %x, by a set in *$>x which is 772-null, and thus the measure

algebras of (X, Jo^, 772) and (X, Jo^, 772) coincide.   In the sequel we shall be con-

cerned almost entirely with Baire measures (which is why we change notation

from the introduction to denote the Baire rather than the Borel measure by an un-

embellished letter).

Next let X = proj lim X^, X^ compact, and let 772 be a finite (necessarily

regular) Baire measure on X.   If 772 ^ = 77^(t7z), then 772 ^ is certainly a Baire

measure.   Moreover [2, Theorems 2.2 and 2.3] m is the projective limit in the

sense of Bochner [l, pp. 118-120] of the zrz^.   In fact $x = 2( U\e a n\  $X ^

[2, Theorem 2.3L   2(0.) denotes the cr-algebra generated by S.   If further A is o

directed, then \J\€tLn\  &x   ^ ys itse^ a °"-algebra and so must coincide with

*».

Now let G be an arbitrary compact group.   All subgroups considered are

closed.   Let

iç0 = \H: H a normal subgroup of G such that G/H is Lie!,

§ = 1/7: H a normal subgroup of G such that G/H is metrisable!,

S = \H: Ha normal subgroup of Gi.

Then ¡ç0 C iç C S and all three are directed by the relation H. < H   means

H2 C f/j.  Clearly then H2 is normal in //j and G/H, = (G/H2V(H/H2). We denote

the projection map G —> G/H by nH, G/H2 —» G/Wj by tt^        .
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With the above ordering, given any //,, H   in §0, respectively §, respectively

Ä, H, n /L gives a supremum in §0, respectively §, respectively ñ; further

HXH2 = H2Hl gives an infimum in § ., respectively §, respectively $, thus each

°f §n» ^» ® *s *n ^act a latt'ce-   If ^i» H2'"' are *n ®> t^ien fl   =1 ^    gives a

supremum in Ä, thus S is also ff-directed.

Thus {G/H: H e Sp0[ and {G/H: H e ¡ç[ are both projective systems of compact

metrisable groups.   By the theorem of Weil-Pontrjagin ([17, p. 88], [15, pp. 323-

331])

G = proj lim G/H.
$0

Further it is easily seen that if H   e fçn (n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) or if H   e §

(n=l, 2, 3,---)and if fYj<H2< ••• (i.e. if Hx 3f/2 D •.. ), then G/C\Hn =

proj lim   G/H , so G/f|W    is metrisable and flzV   e S>.  Thus S? is also o
*     '        n n n n

directed (§0 is not). It is now easily seen (again using the theorem of Weil-

Pontrjagin) that Sç is the cr-saturation of §0 and so by the earlier remarks we

also have

G = proj lim G/H.

We further have, for any Ken,

G/K = proj lim {G/H: H e § (or §0), H O K\

= proj lim{(G/K)/(H/K): H e § (or §„), H D K\.

The following elementary corollary of these remarks is used in the sequel.

Lemma 1. //Keft, K/ {e\, then there exists H e § (or even H efçQ) sucb

that H/)K.

le = ec will henceforth always denote the identity element of G and not, as

in §2, of a measure algebra.]

We also need an elementary lemma in which the topology of G hardly enters.

The proof is given only for completeness.

Lemma 2. // H, K are normal subgroups of a group G such that H O K = [ej,

then

(i) 0: g —» (zTug, irKg) defines an isomorphism of G into G/H x G/K; if G is

a compact group then 0 is a homeomorphism;

(ii) cosets Hx and Ky of H and K meet in at most one element of G;

(iii) Hx and Ky meet if and only if they project into the same coset of the

normal subgroup HK = KH, i.e. (Hx) O (Ky) ¡= 0  if and only if
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nHK.HÍHx^rrHK,KOTK°7TKS

(iv) if TH and T„ are bijections of G/H and GlX respectively and f is the

bijection of G/H x G/ X given by T = (TH, TK\ and if further nHK<H o TH o rtH =

"HK.K °TK°nK and nHK,H ° TH   ° *H = nHK.K ° TK   ° "K> then ^ÖG> = ^ and

so T = 6~   o T o 0 gives a bijection of G onto itself.

Proof, (i) The mapping 6 is clearly a homomorphism with kernel H C\X =

\e\.   If G is a compact group, the continuity of 6 follows from that of its com-

ponents, and a continuous bijection on a compact space is a homeomorphism.

(ii) If (zVx) O (Xy) contains two distinct points, there exist h. £ H, k¿ € X

(i = 1, 2,) such that hf = k^y /= h2x = k2y.   So h{ = k.yx'1  (i = 1, 2); so h^ =

kxyx~xxy~ k~ = k^k'1 and since H O X = ¡ej, we have hl = ¿2, &j = k2, contra-

diction.

(iii) If (Hx) D (Xy) ¡¿ 0  then there exist h £ H, k e X such that hx = ky.

We have

HX(hx) = XH(hx) = XHx = XH(Hx) = HK(Hx),      HK(ky) = HKy = HK(Ky),

so HK(Hx) = HK(Ky).   Conversely if HK(Hx) = HX(Xy) then HKx = HKy, so there

exist b., ¿2 £ H, k., k   £ X such that h^^x = h k y and so

k2y = h2 1h\k2x = k^h^x

since HX= XH.  So k~lk2y = h^x, i.e. (Hx) C*(Xy)¿0.

(iv) If the condition is satisfied then for any g £ G,

nHK, H°TH° "■«« = "HK.K °TK° nKë

and so by (ii) and (iii) the cosets TH ° nHg of H and TK o 7rKg of X meet in

exactly one element g  and 0g  = (TH ° t>"Hg, TR o 7TKg) = Tdg.   Thus T maps ÔG

into ÖG, but as the condition also holds with Tj¡ , TK   in place of T^ and

TK, t" l also maps ÖG into 0G, and so T maps 0G onto 0G and ö"1 ° 7*° 6 defines

a bijection of G onto itself proving (iv).

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Now let G be a compact group, §0, §, & as before.   Let m be a Radon

measure on G, m its Baire contraction.   (Every finite Baire measure is, of course,

the contraction of some Radon measure.)  (If m is  Haar measure the completions

of 772 and m coincide [7, p. 287, Theorem Hi.)  Put mH = nHm for any H £ ®, mH

is a measure on s>G ,H (which coincides with ®G ,„ ii H £ §).   Put §    =
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nH i   G/H^'   1"hen since !ç is a-directed,

a°-s£- u§" = iW(S°/H) = u ^W-
He$ He© Hi©

Now let E = EG denote the measure algebra of (G, ÍB0, m), EG/K that of

(G/K, Sfj/ff, '"/p» ^ e    •   ^et be tne subalgebra of E consisting of

equivalence classes of elements of §   .  n„ induces an isomorphism !?„ oí EG/¡.

and ë  .   Note that since G/|e| = G, ë      = E. Also note that E = Uf/eñ^  •

For any compact space X, and Radon measure to, we denote the respective

completions of (X, 5BX, to) and (X, 56^., to) by (X, ÍBX ̂ ,to) and (X, ¡By    , m).

When there is no danger of confusion we write 56^, &x in place of s>x -, &x

respectively.   The measure algebra of an incomplete measure and its completion

obviously always coincide. _

Between ®^ and its completion Jo-     lies a cr-aleebra ÍB_     of great
O « 0,777 ° G,77J °       -

importance to us: it is the projective limit ff-algebra of the completions •"_ .„

of ^>G/H with respect to to„, H e §, i.e.

»a.,- U§2= U.-sHlo/»,. )
' He© He© H

where §" = *t<$G,Htm   X  More «enerally for K e ft

SG/K.mK = UI^A/h,^): f/e§,HDKl

and

If H e !?, then S° , = »¿/H = »G/ff      . ~ the two definitions of

§    coincide.   Obviously, E     is the measure algebra of (G, J)-   , to), Ec/k of

(G/K, S?.^        "v) and ëK of (G, §K, m) where K e R.  Since there is no real
Cl//Ç,77I^t      Z^ 77? _

danger of confusion we hereafter write ^G/K> ■"c/K'    G/K' "    ^or    G/K m   *

G/K m   »    G/K m   ' §     respectively and when K = jej i.e. G/K= G, simply

<B°, <B°, 5.   Note that |K = Uli": He§,HD K\.

Lemma 3. (i) If H, Ke® then ^H.HnK ^g/H^ an<* n~K,H n K^G/K^ 8enerate

$G/H nfC.   Hence §H and §K generate §H n \
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(ii) // //., H2 £ § then $_ ,„   ñH    is the completion of the o-algebra gen-

erated by n~Hl^H ̂  H $>G f H ) and n'1^ ^n H ® c ; H \

(iii) // H £ §, X £ S, then

G/H O X = proj lim!G/H O H: H 3 X, H e S?!,

K/HCK = Ul^- HnK(SG/Hniî)= » ^ K. » « §K

%G/HnK = UU;^- HnK(SG/Hn/7)= W D X. H e §|.

Proof, (i) The map g —♦ ()T„g, "Vg) defines a homomorphism of G into

G/H x G/X with kernel H O X and so defines an isomorphism 6 of G/fY O X into

G/H x G/X.   The homomorphism is continuous (since each factor is), so 6 is

continuous, since it is also a bijection on a compact space it is a homeomorphism.

Further if pH, pK ate the natural projections from G/H x G/X to G/H and G/X

respectively, then 77HH n K = PH ° 0 and 77Kf/ nK = pK o 6.   NowSj/fJ ® S°/K

is the Baire tr-algebra of G/H x G/X and this is generated by pjj (.»2. <■■) and

Pk^gz/P" Since

^(G/HnK) = Ö(G/H nön (SG/„ ® SG/K)

it follows that 6(G/H n X) O P^(íBG/H) and 0(G/H nfí)n p"1 (iBG/K) generate

^0(G/H nK) k°m wn^c^ tne f""81 assertion follows at once by taking inverse

images under 6.   The second assertion follows from the first by taking inverse

images under "J¡ n ¡c

(ii) follows from (i) by noting that Hj n H2 also is in § and that for H € §,

®G/H = ®G/H and so

iä «Yo      _ cao
■"G/zV = *"G/H - ■"G/H-

(iii) Now C/H O X = proj limi G/H0: HQ A H n X, HQ e §j.

If H0 £ §, z70 A H D X, then put H¿ = H0 OB, so H'Q £ §, Hp H O X and

we have

H n B0' X = B0' (B n X) = H'Q c b0.

(The only nontrivial assertion here is that H O HQXC HQ(H D X); but ii h £ H

and i = h0k, h'Q£ H'Q, k £ X, then h'Q£ H since H^C B, and so k £ H, i.e.

zfe e B O X and so h £ H'q(H D X).\  Now H'QX £ § and H'QX D X thus   the   set
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{H O H: H e §, H D K], which is trivially odirected, is cofinal in {HQ: HQ e §,

Hq^J H H K\.   The assertions of (iii) are now immediate.

4. Measurable transformations on projective limits: Invariance. Given a

measure space (X, M, to) let T be an invertible,   measurable transformation of

X onto itself (i.e. T~    is also a measurable transformation) such that

m(TZ) = 0 if and only if m(Z) = 0.  Such a T always induces an automorphism <f>

of the measure algebra of (X, M, to) by the rule cpY = TY, tot all  Y e M, where Y

denotes the equivalence class of Y.   T need not be measure preserving, however

if an invertible measurable T induces a measure algebra automorphism rA it

necessarily preserves sets of measure zero and so does its inverse.   Accordingly

in the sequel any invertible point transformation T mentioned will always be

assumed to satisfy m(Z) = 0 if and only if m(TZ) = 0.   In [12], [3] and [4] such

transformations are called point automorphisms, we avoid this convenient termi-

nology since not every point automorphism of a compact group G in the above sense

is necessarily a group automorphism!

Now let G, §„, §, ft, E, g*  gK, §K be as before.

Definition, (a) Let cA be an automorphism of E.   K e ft is said to be invariant

under cA if cA(©   ) = ©   ; cp then induces an automorphism cA„ of EG,K.

(b) Let T be a x>   measurable invertible point transformation of G.   K e ft is

said to be invariant under T it T(§K) = §K.

Note. If both H and K are invariant under cA or under T, then so is Hfl K.

If K £ ft, and rA„ is an automorphism of F- .„ respectively T„ is a $_ ,„

measurable invertible point transformation of G/K, then for K. < K (i.e. K.   3 K)

we shall speak of K.  being invariant under <A    respectively T„ when we should

strictly say that K, /K is invariant under <A    respectively T ; this is because

G/Kj = (G/K)/(KX/K) and we think of G/K as being the projective limit of G/Kx,

K. 3 K, rather than of (G/K)/(Kj/K); further what either statement means is

simply that cpK(ë   1'   ) = ë  1'    respectively T^rrJ.   K(J

1     dio cK,<K l'
UK   KÍ   G/K )• wnere ® is the subalgebra of Fc/K

lence classes containing elements of 77^   ¡(i   G/K ^'   ^ote t'lat *^ ̂  IS an aut0"

morphism of B, K is invariant under cA and cAK is the induced automorphism of

EG/K, and Kx< K is invariant under rA„, then  Kj  is also invariant under «A; a

similar remark holds for point transformations T.

It seems hardly necessary to point out that in the above definition <A is not

in any sense a mapping of the group K.   It is perhaps helpful here to forget

momentarily that K is a subgroup and think of it merely as an index in a projec-

tive system.

We now prove an elementary but vital lemma.
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Lemma 4.  (a) // cA is an automorphism of the measure algebra E of (G, to)

then for any H e if), there exists H e § with H < H and H invariant under qb.
'V».

(b) // T is an invertible ÍB    measurable point transformation of G, then for

any H e ¡Ç, there exists H e § with H < H and H invariant under T.

Proof,  (a) Let HQ = H, let a      / = 1, 2, 3, • • •, be a countable basis of

EG/H    (which exists since H e §), then bQ. = f?"1^.), j = 1, 2, 3, • • •, is a

basis of ©   °.   For each positive integer /' and each integer n, since E =

He$>      > tnere exists an H(n, j) e § such that cp"(b0.) e ë   (n,,); we may take

H(0, /) = /V0 for all ;'.   Now

OO OO

«i = n  n w(«. /)

also belongs to §, HQ < Hj and <pn(bQ.) e is   1 for all /' and n.  Now apply the

same argument to a countable basis è. . of ë   1 to get /L ■* ̂ i» ^5 e §» sucn

that cf>"ibx .) e Q>   2 for aU y ancj n>   in this way we get a sequence H.< H   < "•

in §.   Put  H = f)"= j Hr.   Then H e §; also_<A"(a) e gH if a e g  ' (r = 1, 2, • • • )

and Ur_i ë   r generates ë   , so <p"(a) e ë    if a e g  ; i.e.   His invariant under «p.

(b) Let Hq = H, let AQ., / = 1, 2, 3, • • •, be a separating sequence of genera-

tors of %G ,f, , put BQ. = 77~  (AQX   As in the proof of (a), there exists   H. e §,

H0< Hj such that T"(B0.)e   §Hl for all / = 1, 2, 3,"- and « = 0, ±1, ±2,---.

Since AQ. is a separating sequence it follows that Tn(njAx) e §   1 for  all
' 1 rKH ^

X e 3>G ,„   and that T"(nT, (p)) e §   l for all p e G/HQ, hence, using standard

properties of inverse maps, Tn(n~H X)£jj   ' for all X e JjG/h ', so
"XH JgH 0 0

T"Qj   °)C^   L   Now the proof proceeds as in (a).

Corollary, (a) // K e ft and if cpK is an automorphism of EG/K, then for

any H e § with H < K, there exists H e Sj> with H < H < K and H invariant under

0K' »0

(b) // K e ft and if TK is a s>r /f( measurable invertible point transformation

of G/K then for any H e § with H < K, there exists H e § with H < H < K and H

invariant under T „•

Proof. The proofs are identical to those of the lemma itself, except that

gH,fC, EG/K replace gH, E in the proof of (a), T~H\f¿S>c/H\ *>g/K rePlace §"»

ÍB    in the proof of (b).

Note. If T is an invertible ÍB   measurable transformation (preserving null

sets), then it is also ÍB    measurable; and if it is a 5>    measurable transformation
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then it is also J»    measurable.   (The converse statements are, of course, false.)

5. Lemmas on compact metric groups.  In this section we give three lemmas

each of which has some independent interest.   The first of these is just von

Neumann's theorem.

Lemma 5. // X is a compact metric ior more generally a Polish) space, m is

a finite Borel measure on X (necessarily Radon) then every automorphism of the

measure algebra of (X, J)„, ttz) is induced by an invertible Borel point transfor-

mation of X.

We now mention a few facts on metric spaces and groups.  A Lusin space is

a continuous bijective image, a Suslin space a continuous image of a Polish

space [16, pp. 94—96, Definitions 2 and 3l.   A continuous image of a compact

metric space is compact, Suslin and hence [16, p. 106, Proposition 4, Corollary

2] metrizable.   A compact metric group is either finite or perfect and so of car-

dinal c.   If B. and B. are two Borel subsets of a Polish space each of cardinal

c, there exists an invertible Borel measurable bijection R oí Bl and B2 (Kura-

towski [9, p. 451, Remark (i)]).

Lemma 6.  Let G be a compact metric group,  H a (closed) normal subgroup

of cardinal c, m a finite Borel measure on G.   Then there exists a Borel set

Z C G, with  m(Z) = 0 and such that Z meets every coset of H in a set of cardi-

nal c.

Proof.  Let 77„, as usual, denote the natural projection G —» G/H.   By a theo-

rem of Mackey ([ll, p. 102, Lemma l.l], see also [5, Theorem 1 and Remark 3B

there exists a transversal (= section) 5 of G/H in G, which is Borel in G (and is

such that the transversal map r: G/H —» G which is the inverse of 77H on S is

Borel measurable).   S being a Borel set in a Polish space G is Lusin [16, p. 95,

Theorem 2].  Hence (since H is also compact metric and so Polish) S x H is also

Lusin [16, p. 94, Lemma 4],   Each element of G has a unique representation th,

t e S, h £ H and so there exists a natural bijection 6: S x H —» G given by it, h)—*

tb, t £ S, h £ H; since if b, h £ H,tn,t£ S, hn — b, tn -* t implies thn — th

in G, it follows that 6 is continuous.

If h. ¿ h , h , h   £ H, then Sh. n SA   = 0.  Since H is compact metric of

cardinal c and \Jh€tí Sh = G, there exist bn £ H (n = 1, 2, • • • ) such that

U°°   , U ! is dense in H, m(Sh ) = 0 f or ail 72 and so «(iT  1 ShJ = °-   For the

Sh ate all disjoint Borel sets in G.   If P is the set oí h £ H such that t?2(cí) > 0,

then P is countable, and by the Baire category theorem B - P is an everywhere

dense §s in B.   H-P is separable, let bn £ H - P, n = 1, 2, 3, • • •, be such

that U      , \h  ! is dense in H-P; then it is also dense in H, and this sequence
^^ 71= l 71
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{hn\ has all the required properties.   Put L   = Sh , L = (J   _. L , so L =

S U~= i \hj and L n H = U~= i IbJ.   L is Borel in G and tt2(L) = 0.  There

exists a (two-sided) invariant metric pH on H.   Let

V«. S = I*: PffC*. *„) < 5!,       W   s =     U   » - 5Vn> ,
n, g

5 x V   j is open in the Lusin space S x H and so [16, p. 95, Theorem 2] it is

Lusin; hence its image W   g in G under the continuous bijective map is Lusin

(Corollary to the definition of a Lusin space [16, p. 92, Definition 2]) and so it is

Borel in G [16, p. 101, Theorem 51.  Now

r»l \r=l /

so given e > 0, there exists W    s   such that m(W    s )< e/2n.   Put We =
72, Ô 7J,0

U°° , W   » , Vf = (J"0 , V   . .  Then We = SVe, !Tfnfi= Ve, which is a dense
tz=i    ,2,5n „=i    „,on ^

open subset of H since it contains (J     i lb \, and wi(We) < e.   Put Z =* 72= A 71

f)¡°=1 Wl/k, then Z is Borel in G and ttzÍZ) = 0.   Further Z C\ H = D¡°= t Vl/k

is an everywhere dense §g of H and so by the Baire category theorem has car-

*B j V      , so Z has the same number of elements in each

coset of H (since S is a transversal) and so Z meets each coset of H in a set of

cardinal c.

Our last lemma in this section gives a vital extension property for measure

algebra automorphisms and invertible point transformations of compact metric

groups.  We remark that for compact metric groups § = S.

Lemma 7. Let G be a compact metric group, H € §, 772 a finite Borel (i.e.

Radon) measure on G.   Let cp be an automorphism of the measure algebra E of

(G, Jo   , 772) such that H is invariant under cp and so cp induces an automorphism

<pH of Er .„.   Let T„ be an invertible completion Borel measurable point trans-

formation of G/H inducing cpH.   Then there exists an invertible completion Borel

point transformation T of G, inducing q> and such that ?7„ ° T = 7"„ o n  .

Proof. We first show that there exists an invertible Borel point transforma-

tion T. on a Borel subset ilC G with 772(G - ß) = 0, such that T, induces cp and

77u ° T. = T„ ° 77 „ on il.   Let T.  be any invertible Borel point transformation of

G inducing cp (such a T. exists by Lemma 5).   For any Borel set X C G/H,

rp(77^1X) = 77-1(cpHX)
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(again here X denotes the element of FG .„ to which X belongs, r?„ the canonical

isomorphism fe    to F-. ,„ induced by r/„); so

miT^Hx)) A 77-liTnHiX))) = 0

for all integers n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, • • •.   Let Z„     denote this last set, which is

Borel.   Let X,   ik = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) be a separating sequence of generators of

$c//f.   Put Z = U~=1 IC«, Zx¿,„, and zV = U"a_o, ^Z, then N is Borel

in G, to(/V) = 0, T"N = N, and

T"^Hl^k))-N = »aliTHixk))-N>

for all « = 0, +1, ±2,- • • and k = 1, 2, • ••.   Hence since X,  is a separating

sequence of G/H, tot all gj e G/H,

TnlirrHligl))-N = n¿lÍT»Hgl)-Ni

and so if ß = G - N, then 0 is Borel, to(G - ß) = 0 and for g e ü,nH ° T"g =

TH o ïTHg, as required.

We now show how to extend T. from ß to an invertible completion Borel

point transformation of G so that zrH ° T = T^ ° n^.   H is a compact metric group,

and so by one of the remarks at the beginning of this section, it is either finite

or has cardinal c.

Case (i). H is finite.   Let H have / elements, then for any gx e G/H,

?T7, (g  ) has / elements.  Since T.  is bijective on ß and maps ß O 7t7^ (g.) onto

ß <~\ TrJ¡1 iTHgx) it follows that ß O r/^1 (g j ) and ß r)TrJ¡i(THgl) both contain the

same number l(gx) of elements, 0< l(gy)< I.  Thus N n n~l(gx)and

N O Z7Ü (Tug, ) both contain / - /(g) elements; let R      be any bijection of

N n r7^(gj) onto N D "-„O^g,).   Define T on G by Tg = 7,g if g e ß, Tg =

R      g if g e N.   T is an invertible completion Borel point transformation of G
Ï7HS

with the required properties.

Case (ii). H has cardinal c.   By Lemma 6, there exists a Borel set Z C G

with m(Z) = 0 and such that Z n Tr^(gx) has cardinal c for all gx e G/H.  Let

ß' = ß -  {j   r?(ß n z);
n=—oo

ß'is Borel, to(G-A')= 0, Tjß^ß'and for g e Q', í7h o T,g = 7„ o ̂ g.   Put
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/V'= G-il', then A/'is Borel, m(N')= 0, and since N'lZ, N'citt"1^) has

cardinal c for every g. £ G/H.   Thus for every g, £ G/H, N n irT. (g.) and

N  r*l77^ (Tffg^ are (Borel) subsets of G of cardinal c, so there exists a bijection

Rg   of zV'Orr-^j) onto N'nrr-^T^j).  Define T on G by Tg = Tjg if g £ Q\

Tg = Ru    g ii g £ N .   T is an invertible completion Borel point transformation
H

of G with the required properties.

Note that if Xj and X2 are compact metric spaces with X, countably

infinite, the corresponding reformulation of Lemma 7 with G replaced by X, x X-,

G/H replaced by Xj, may be false.   Thus the modification to Polish spaces of

Lemma C of [4] is actually false if the Polish spaces are countably infinite.

Hence, as remarked in the introduction, the proof in [4], that for a measure p on

the product er-algebra of an arbitrary product HXa, a £ A, of Polish spaces Xa,

every measure algebra automorphism is induced by an invertible point transforma-

tion, is incomplete unless all the Xa have cardinal c.   To overcome this, we

reduce the general case to this special case as follows.   We may assume that

each Xa has at least two points, and that A is uncountable.  Now note that we

can partition A into disjoint subsets ß, such that each ß has cardinal Nn.   If B

denotes the set of subsets ß oí this partition then cardinal (B) = cardinal (A);

and if Xp = IIXa, a e ß, then Xp is a Polish space of cardinal c (since each Xa

has at least two points).   Now the spaces IIXa, a e A, and IlX^, ß £ B, ate

homeomorphic, the argument in [4] proves the theorem for the latter space and

hence for the former.

If Tu in Lemma 7 is actually Borel measurable, can T be chosen Borel

measurable, instead of just completion Borel measurable?  Clearly T is Borel

except on the Borel null set N'; and the fibres zV* H n^ (g, ) and N' n 77^ (7"Hg.)

are, by the last remark before Lemma 6, Borel isomorphic, in either case: H

finite or H of cardinal c.   But this does not seem to produce a Borel isomorphism

T oí N  onto itself satisfying î„°r=î'f, °nH'  ^ one cou'd produce such an iso-

morphism, then T could be chosen Borel measurable; this can easily be done in

the case of Haar measure.   One could then forget the cr-algebras SG ,„, and dis-

cuss invariance only for Baire measurable point transformations.  The transforma-

tions in Lemmas 4, 8 and 9 would then be Baire measurable, the proofs of these

would be simplified and shortened (in the case of Lemma 9 tremendously so), and

one would be able to prove that measure algebra automorphisms were induced by

Baire measurable transformations, not just completion Baire measurable ones.

As remarked above, this can be done for Haar measure.

6. Main lemma and theorems. Our next and most important lemma is the

general (nonseparable) analogue of Lemma 7.   Note that if Hl £ ¡Ç, H £ S! then

H < Hj implies H e Í?.
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Lemma 8.  Let G be a compact group, ft, § as before, m a finite Baire measure

on G, rA an automorphism of the measure algebra E of (G, ÍB , to).   Suppose K e ft

is invariant under <A, so that <A induces an automorphism qbK of F_ .  .   Suppose

further that cp"K is induced by an invertible *>r .    measurable point transforma-

tion TK of G/K.   Suppose finally that there exists H e Sj> such that K n H = \e\.

Then there exists an invertible 5>    measurable point transformation T of G which

induces <A and is such that 77 „ ° T - T„ o 77  .

Proof.  By Lemma 4(a) there exists H  e § with H < H   invariant under <A.

Since H C H, H   H K = {e\, there is thus no loss of generality in assuming that

H itself is invariant under <p.   Now HK= KH eft and HK < K, HK< H, so

HK e §.   By Lemma 4, Corollary (b) there exists Hx e §, HK < Hj < K, such

that H,  is invariant under TK, and so also under tp    and under rA.   Put H2 =

H C\ H..   Then H   e §, and H    is invariant under rA, so <A induces an automor-

phism rA„   of FG/H   and rp      of E .
1 1 Z ¿ ,~ —

We next show that T„ induces an invertible $G/H   =-"g/H    measurable

point transformation TH   of G/Wj.   Since H(1  is invariant under T^,

TK(nHlvK^°C/Hiy)= "hI.k&g/hJ* S0 f°r each   Y e ®G/H1 = SG/Hj' there

exists  Y' e SG///   such that TK(n~l KY) = n~l K(Y').   Applying this to a

separating sequence of generators of Sg/f/    (which exists because  Hj e §,

i.e.  G/H.   is compact metrisable), we get, using standard properties of inverse

maps, that for each p e G/Hx, there exists Z e $>G/H    such that

V*h7,k<P»-*h\,k(Z>.

and

T7,1 is also an invertible $>G/K measurable point transformation of G/K, and Hj

is also invariant under T"^ . So if Z contains two distinct points qx and q2, then

T^ (77^' K(9t)) and T"1^    K(a2))are disjoint sets of the form ir~l ¡¿ZJ, n~   K(Z2)

both contained in 77"    „(p), which is impossible. So Z consists of a single point
ti . ,Zx

p' eG/Hx andTK(n~l K(p)) = nj¡1 iK(p')-  Putting p'= TH pwe get apoint transformation

TH   oí G/H., which by an argument similar to that above is easily seen to be a
1

bijection of G/Hx onto itself, moreover 77 H   K° TK= TH   °nH   K, so TH    and

its inverse are clearly ^>G/H   measurable and TH   induces tpH , the automor-

phism of FG/H   induced by cf>.
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We now see that G/H2, with the finite Borel measure ?7H »72, Hj/H2 (a nor-

mal subgroup of G/H2), G/Hx = (G/H2)/(HX/H2), c/>h , <pH   and TH    satisfy the

conditions of Lemma 7 (since H{, H2 £ § and Hj < H2).   Hence there exists a

completion Borel invertible point transformation  Tu   oí G/H2, inducing (pu

and such that

»Hl,H2oTH2 = THl°»Hl,Hï

We next show that XH2 = By  Now H2 = Hx n H, so Hj 3 H2 and Hj 3 X,

so Hj 3 XH2.   Further Hj C XH.  So if bx £ Hy then Aj £ XH so Aj = kh with

k£ X,h£ H, so A = ¿-1Aj e Hj (since  XCH,), so h £ Hj O H = Hy  Thus

Aj = kh £ KH2, i.e. Hj C XH2; thus Hj = XH2.

Now let T be the bijection of G/H2 x G/X given by

T(p. ?) = (TH p. TKq),       p £ G/H2, q £ G/K.

Since  X ("I H2 C X n H = fc?!, by Lemma 2(i), 6: g —> Ow g, 77Kg) is a (homeomor-

phic) isomorphism of G into G/H2 x G/X.  Since Hj = XH2, and we have

"HVK ° TK = rHj ° ffHj,K> ^j.f/2 ° ^ = THX ° ^j./V,: h folloWS that if

geG,

^KH2, if ° TK ° ^KS = THX 0nHx,K° »Kg = *», ° ffH,«

and also

ffKt/2.H2 ° TH2 ° »H28 = \° V»2 ^ = T»l ° ffH lg

and thus

ffKfi2lK0 TK 0JTK = ffKH2,H2 ° T/>2 ° *H2'

The same relations hold with T"1, T"1, T"1 in place of TH , TH and T^, so

by Lemma 2(iv) T maps 0(G) onto itself and so T =d~l °T °6 defines a bijec-

tion of G onto itself which clearly satisfies 77^, ° T = 7\, ° 77^ and 77^   o T =

It remains to show that T and T"1 ate S° measurable (i.e. map S° into

itself) and that T induces cp. Let H £ §, H 3 X, H invariant under 7"K. Then

H, H C\H2 ate both invariant under c/S, let ci-, <¿- denote the induced auto-
H       Hnn.

morphisms of & c f- respectively Ec/^nH •   As in the earlier part of the proof,

TK induces an invertible ÍB     - measurable point transformation T- oí G/H,
G / h ti
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which induces <A— and is such that 77—     ° 7„ = T- ° 77—     and so 77- ° T =^H       _ _H.K        « H       H.K H

T- o 77-.  So_if X e g«, i.e. ,-X e *    5. then 77- o TX - 7- o„-X e Ifl/gi

i.e. TX e Lf    and similarly T~ Xey   .   Further since for X e L,   j

77_ o TX = 7_ o „p.X = «p_(t7_X) = r?_ o <i(X)
H H        H H    H H

(where X denotes the equivalence class to which X belongs in the measure algebra

concerned, and 7?- denotes the canonical isomorphism ë    —> E     -), it follows

that TX = rpX for X e §H.  Similarly if X e g   2 then TX, 7" !X e §   2 and

7X = rpX.

Now the set of X 6 §        2, such that 7X, T   lX e §        2 and 7X = cpX,
'^77 ~H

forms a ff-algebra which includes y    and L,       and so includes the eJ-algebra

(oHnH2
generated by them: in particular (Lemma 3) it includes \i .   Thus for any

peG/HO H   ir=>     (p)e g  ""2 and so 7(77='     (/>)) and 7" '(77^'     (p)) e
-Snw 2    HnH-i HnH2 ,        HnH2

g        2.  So if N e %     -        and to-       (/V) = 0, then  7(t/=1     (N)) is of the form
a c/nnH2 HnH2 HnH2

77-1     (Y), VC G/H n//,; since there exists N'e S    -        with N C N' and
Hn/iy 2' G/Hnn2

to-       (/V')-0, and since n-1     (Y)CTn-1     (N')e§HnH2, it follows that
HnH- HnH^ HnH, -

;=t2 2   ■ 2      1 7SHnW-,
yeS     -        and to-       (Y) = 0; similarly for 7" '.   Thus for every X e g        2,

G/HnH2 -       HnH ' ' '

TX, 7" 'X e g       2 and TX = <AX.

Now by Lemma 3(iii), since H2 (^ K = {e\,

and since by Lemma 4, Corollary (b), {il: H e ip, H 3 K, II invariant under 7.J is

cofinal in {H: H e Iç, H 3 K| and further is a-directed, we also have

$° = Ui$   "   2: W e§. « 3 K, H invariant under 7K(.

Hence if X £ iß , then 7X, 7" X e ÍB   and TX = rpX, which shows that 7 has all

the required properties and completes the proof of the lemma.

Corollary. Suppose G, to, <p, K, cpK, TK satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma.

Suppose H e Ic is invariant under <A and H /> K, so that H n K £ K; H C\ K is

invariant and (A induces an automorphism <f>unK of EG,[1nK.   Then there exists
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an invertible ^c/HDK meastirable point transformation Tu   „ of G/H O X which

induces cpHnK and is such that trKi„ nK° T„nK = TK ° 7rKtHnK.

Proof. Consider the group G/H n X with the finite, Baire measure ^HriKm

and the automorphism <pHnK of £c/HnK"   The norma^ subgroup X/H n X is in-

variant under <pHnK and <PHnK induces the automorphism cpK oí EG/K, since

G/X = (G/H O X)/(X/H H X).   Finally H/H n X is also a normal subgroup of

G/H n X, (G/H O X)/(H/H O X) = G/H is compact metrisable and (X/H n X) n

(H/H n X) -- lc(-/77n/c"'"   ^ne coro^ary now follows by applying the lemma with

G/H n Kin place of G, *7HnKm ¡n place of 772, <pHnK in place of cp, X/H nfiin

place of X, cpK and T„ unchanged, H/H D X in place of H.

zVo/t?. Comparing our proofs with those in [3] and [4] for the product space

S = II/ , a e A, we see that subgroups H in ® correspond to the subsets B of A.

The intersection of two groups in ® corresponds to the union of the corresponding

two subsets of A, the product of two groups in ® corresponds to the intersection

of the corresponding two subsets of A.

We need one last lemma.

Lemma 9.  Let G be a compact group, ®, iç as before, m a finite Baire

measure on G, cp an automorphism of the measure algebra E of (G, ÍB , 772).   Let

X-, f £ J, be a totally ordered set of groups in ® such that

(i) each X. is invariant under cp with cp      the induced automorphism of
' j

EG/KS

(ii) eacA qiK   is induced by a ^G/K   measurable invertible point trans forma-

tion TK of G/X ,
;'

(iii) if /'j, /2 £ J with X.   < X   , then irK     K    ° TK    = TK    o 77^     K   .
'i2 /j. j2       72        /.       ,y y2

'/ X = fl ._ . X., then X is invariant under qS, and if cri     is the induced

automorphism of EG ,„, then there exists a S_ .     measurable invertible point

transformation TK of G/X inducing <pK with rrK   K°TK = T     ° 77^   K for all j£ J.
j" i 7*

Proof. ÍG/X.: / £ ]\ is a projective system.  There is a natural continuous

homomorphism from G to proj lim. G/X. whose kernel is X = (|.  . X., so there is

a continuous algebraic isomorphism of the compact group G/X to proj lim G/X.,

which must therefore be a homeomorphism.   Thus G/X = proj lim G/X..  So by

[2, Theorem 2.3l, %G/K = SÍU/.j'kJ,* K/K^ s° §* = 2(U;£/ §*') a"d

ëK = 2((Jye; SK/).  Now çzS(gK') = êK; for all / e /, so <p(ëK) = S*  i.e. X is

invariant under cp; let cpK be the induced automorphism of EG ,K.  Since if

Kit < KJ,' nK.  ,K.   °TK     =TK     °nK    ,K    • for each  « 6 G/K» the set

1 2 '1     '2 '2 h >1     >2
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]7K  ° 77K   Kg: j' e }\ forms a consistent family and so corresponds to a point of
y        y*

proj lim(G/K.) = G/K.  Call this point 7Kg.   If gv g2 e G/K, gx /= g2, then for

at least one / e J, nK^Kgx ¿ nR   Kg2 and so TK °nK >Kgx A TR °*K   Kg2,

i.e. TKgx /= TKg2.   Thus 7^ is injective and since TK   is similarly defined

by T^1 it is bijective G/K to G/K.  For all / £ J,TK °irK   K = irK  K ° 7„.
/' jv i        ;" ;'

It remains to show that 7K, 7~   are $C/K measurable and that 7^ induces

<f>K.  We first show that if H e ft(or§), H D K, then H = f) .eJ HK..   Clearly

HCf| ,, HK..  Now if g eil,, HK., then for all i e J, g = h.k.with h. e H,

k. e K„  Since G x G is compact, the net ({£.]» i/i.!).£. has an adherent point

(i, &) in G x G, whose image, under the multiplication map G x G —* G, must be

an adherent point of {h.k.\ = [g¡.   Thus hk = g; further A is an adherent point of

H, so h e H since H is closed, similarly k e K. for each / e J, and so

k e D .., K. = K.  Thus geHK=H.

We next consider the case when / is countable.  Let H e¡Q, H 3 K, then as

we have shown H = C\€, EK..   For each / £ /, EK. e !ç so by Lemma 4,

Corollary (b) there exists E. £ §, invariant under 7„  with HK. 3 E. D K., so

E 3 E' = O e. El 3 K, and since / is countable, E' £ §.  Now, as in the proof

of Lemma 8, if X e n~ i „($„ ,   , ), so do 7„X and TZ X and 7VX = rp„X [X
H.,K    G/H: * * k        rK

is again the element of EG/K to which X belongs].   For any finite subset FC/

let H'p =ilep E! £ §.   Then ÍEp¡ is directed and ¡G/Epi is a projective system,

whose projective limit is G/H   (the proof is identical with the one given for

{G/K.\, G/K, at the beginning of the proof of the lemma); so

*C/»»-r(U«Si.H»«C/Hi>)-Z(U»5j.lf»«C/Hi>).
\ P       F' F I v ¡e]      J 1 '

since by Lemma 3(i) ^>G/H, = ^(\JeF "h' H'^G/H'^'   Now the set of

X e 77"1 ,MG/Hi) such that 7KX, 7~1X £ trH}^G/H,) and 7RX = rA^X, forms

a f7-algebra which includes r/T^i K($G/H ») for each je] and so includes the r>

algebra generated by these, which certainly includes rr^i ¡(C»c/H'^'  Again, as

in the proof of Lemma 8, it includes null subsets of 77Jp K('$G/Hi) and so includes

the whole of 77 Jp iföc/tf)-  Since 77^ K(^c/H^C "h' K^   G/H'^ we ^ave *or

X £ ^hÍk^G/H^» r/<X» TK1X 6 ^G/K and ^K^ = ^KX" H W3S an arbitrary ele*

ment of §, with f/Di:, and "§>C/K »U^r^g/H* H £ £, H D K}, so 7 K, 7^

are  5)G ,„ measurable and 7K induces <A„.

We now consider the general case.  Since / is totally ordered either it con-
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tains a countable cofinal subset /0, or it is tr-directed.   If / contains a countable

cofinal subset /0 then X = D e,    X. and the existence of TK with the required

properties follows by the special case.   It remains, therefore, only to consider

the case when / is cr-directed.   Let H e Í£, H D X.   Then H = D e j HX..  Again

for each i £ }, there exists H. £ § with HX. D H. 3 X. and H ! invariant under

TK .  As before if X £ rrH\K^>G/Hi) then so do T^X, T^X and T^X = cpKX.

Thus for X £ *rHlK >Ki%G/HK), T^X, T^X e n~H\K<$c/lt ,)C S°/|C and TKX =

4>j,X.   Now since / is cr-directed

•"G//7 =  U  "hK-.H^G/Hk)'
ye/ ;' ;

But 2>G .„ is countably generated, so (again since / is ff-directed) there exists

j0 £ J such that ^G/H = nHK     h®G/HK    ^   ^nUS everv ? e ®G/fi *s °* t'ie

-1 co '°' '°
form 77ZK     if(Z) with Z e JoG .„      , so 77„K    H is a bijection which is con-

V 'o V
tinuous on the compact space G/H and so is a homeomorphism (and a group iso-

morphism) i.e.  G/H = G/HX.   and iBG ,h = fBG ,hk   .  So
'° '0

-UlffSv   Ä/HK):We& HDK,j£}\;
j' i

and so for arbitrary X e $G/K» TRX, T^ X e J$G/K and T^X = cp^X.  This con-

cludes the proof of the lemma.

[Note. The proof of this lemma becomes much simpler if one assumes Baire

measurability of the T„ . The proof of the analogous lemma for products of unit

intervals is almost trivial.]

We are now in a position to prove our main result.

Theorem 1.  Let G be a compact group, m a finite Baire measure on G,

necessarily the restriction of a Radon measure m on G to the Baire sets 3) . TAen

every automorphism cp of the measure algebra E of (G, Jo , 772) is induced by an

invertible completion Baire point transformation T of G, in fact T and T~   are

Jo    measurable.

Proof. Consider the family J of ordered pairs (X, TK) where (i) X £ ® and

is invariant under q>, (ii) TK is an invertible JOfj/if measurable (and so comple-

tion Baire measurable) point transformation of G/X, and (iii) the automorphisms
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of EG/K induced by <A | gK and by TK are the same.  We say that (K, 7„) <

(K', 7K,)if K< K'.i.e.  K 3 K'and 77^^, o 7^=7^ o 77KK, on G/K'.   This

partial ordering is transitive.  We next note that every linearly ordered subfamily

{(K., TK ): j £ /! of J has an upper bound in J.   For put K = C\ .£. K., then by

Lemma 9, K is invariant under (A and if rA,. is the induced automorphism of

EG/K' tnete exists an invertible S6G ,„ point transformation 7„ of G/K inducing

<pK with nK   K o TK = 7K  o 77K   K for all / £ /; i.e. (K, 7^) £ ? and further

(K    7^ ) <(K, TK) for all / £ j.
y

Now by Lemma 4(a), there exist K £ § invariant under cA, and, since by

Lemma 5 these belong to J, it follows that J is not empty.   By Zorn's lemma,

there exists a maximal member (K, 7K) of J.   To complete the proof of the theo-

rem it is enough to prove that K = jei and so G/K = G.

Suppose  K t¿ ¡ej, then by Lemma 1, there exists HQ £ § with EQ ,z5 K.   By

Lemma 4(a) there exists H £ § invarinat under <A and such that E C HQ and so

H ït> K, i.e. H D K/ K.   EnK is invariant under <A, let q>HnK be the automor-

phism of EG ,HnK induced by <A.   By Lemma 8, Corollary, it follows that there

exists an invertible S6G ,Wn„ measurable point transformation THn[( oí G/H O K

which induces <pHnK and satisfies 77K HnK ° 7HnK = 7R ° vKtHnK.   Thus

(E n K, 7HnK) £ ?, K *¿ E n K and (K, 7R) < (E OK, 7HnK), contradicting the

maximality of (K, 7K).   This completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary. // to is Haar measure on G, then 7 is also an invertible completion

Borel measurable point transformation of G.

iNote.   As remarked at the end of §5, for Haar measure, 7 can be chosen

Baire measurable and not just ÍB    measurable.]

Proof. 7, 7      are measurable SB   , but Haar measure is completion regular

[7, p. 287, Theorem H] i.e. <S)jn coincides with Í8-, the completion of £B by to.

Combining Theorem 1 with the theorem of Lamperti [10, Theorem 3.l] we get

Theorem 2.  Let G be a compact group, m a finite Baire measure on G, i.e.

the restriction of a Radon measure to to the Baire sets % .   Let U be an invertible

isometry of LP(G, ¿3°, to), 1 < p < », p ¿ 2 or a positive invertible isometry of

L2(G, SB0, to).   iNote that LP(G, SB0, to) coincides with LP(G, SB, to).]  Then there

exists an invertible completion Baire point transformation T of G such that

(Uf)(g) = f(T-lg)a(g)with \a(g)\p = coTig) [for p = 2, a(g) = û)^./2(g)], where

<u_(g) is defined by

m(T~^X) = J x coT(g) m(dg)

for all X e SB0.
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Corollary.  // m is Haar measure on G, then T is also an invertible completion

Borel point transformation of G.

1. Some remarks on Lusin measurability. As remarked at the end of the in-

troduction, it would be interesting to prove, in the case of Haar measure, that the

invertible point transformation T of Theorem 1 could be chosen to be Lusin

measurable, instead of just completion Borel measurable (T~    is then automati-

cally also Lusin measurable).   In general, invertible Borel point transformations

need not be Lusin measurable.   Let A be an uncountable set, S(A) = II/a, a £ A,

each /   = [0, l], p the direct product of Lebesgue measures on /a.  S(A) is

compact, p is a finite completion regular (Baire or Borel) measure on it.   Let T

be the bijection of S(A) to itself, defined by

(Tx)a = (x)a    ii (x)a / 0 or 1,

(Tx)a = 1 if (x)a = 0,

(Tx)a = 0 if (x)a = 1,

where (x)a is the ath coordinate of x £ S(A).   As remarked by Maharam [12], T

is an invertible Borel or Baire measurable point transformation which induces the

identity automorphism of the measure algebra of p on S(A), but differs from the

identity map of S(A) on a non p measurable set.   (Details of an argument for a

similar example may be found in Ionescu Tulcea [8, pp. 162—164, Example l].)

It follows easily that T cannot be p Lusin measurable, else it would differ from

the identity only on a p-null, and therefore p measurable, set (see e.g. [8, p. 167,

Assertion 3l).   It has been pointed out to the author by S. Kakutani and G. E. F.

Thomas that explicit examples of maps which are Borel, but not Lusin, measur-

able are rare in the literature and nonexistent in standard texts.   We remark that

the transformation mentioned above is one such example and the one referred to

in the book of Ionescu Tulcea [8] is another.
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